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Lucy Tsai

From: ? ? ?  [jmyang@estech.co.kr]
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 7:36 PM
To: Lucy Tsai
Subject: FW: AISOLUTION CO., LTD., FCC ID: VH9KDC200,  Assessment NO.: AN08T7577/78, Notice#1-

revised
Attachments: test report-KDC200(C).pdf

Dear Lucy, 
I send the revised report . 
Please confirm as below. 
I send all document as below comments. 
Please review . 
 
Thank you, 
Yang. 
 
Please disregard the previous email, instead, please address following issues.  
Q#1: According to KDB 852143 Authorized Individual Policy (Form 731), only the person who is listed as the grantee 
contact person on FCC website can sign the agent authorization letter.   As for AISOLUTION CO., LTD., the grantee code 
contact person is Mr. S on Hyang-mi. Please provide an authorization letter sign by him or update the grantee contact 
person from FCC website.  

Below the authorization letter for Aisolution has also indicated LG’s contact information below Mr. Han -  Jin Lee’s 
signature. Please remove. 

-I’m sorry, I will send the revised letter. 

 
Q#2: Please provide the complete schematic, including Bluetooth portion.  

 Please attached files. 

Q#3: Please provide Bluetooth module's functional block diagram.  

Please attached files. 

Q#4: Based upon the user manual, this device is designed per Bluetooth 2.0+EDR. As stated in the theory of operation, 
this device is capable of operating in three different modulations: GFSK, DQPSK and 8DPSK. In the test report, there is 
no information on which ACL packet Type was selected for the final testing and the worse case investigation. Please 
address.  

This device is Bluetooth 2.0 and Output power is worst at G FSK mode.  

This device  are going to GFSK mode only. Our engineer is checked other modes for 2.0+EDR ,but out power for other 
modes was small more than GFSK mode. 

 

Q#5: Per ANSI C63.4, a hand-held device is required to be verified with three orthogonal plan es, but there are no 
information indicated whether the device has been investigated with three orthogonal planes. Please address.  

Please see test report. 
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Best Regards, 

  
Lucy 
 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide 
the requested information within 30 days of the original e -mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. 
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. Any questions about the content of this 
correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender. 


